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1. Introdu(:一ion

Maki et al (2003) developed the Minimal English Test (MET). The MET is a

simple test which requlreS the test taker to丘11 correct English words into blank spaces

of given se山ences, while listening to a recorded CD oftbe se山ences･ Maki et al (2003)
found a statistically significant relatively high moderate correlation (r-･68) between the

scores on the METand the scores on the Center Test 2002 (English Part) (CT 2002,

Tae;e;TlerT)h:望慧:esr:dg
gbeysttsh;hTtattlio:a.1mCee:tee;ef:;

yh:ivxESitymEenatsruranecse
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Tf
ESL (English as a Second Language) proficiency as the CT 2002 does･

The MET has its origins in the Simple PerfbⅡnance-Oriented Test (SPOT)
developed by Kobayashi et al (1995). The SPOT requires the test taker to flll in a blank

with a slngle Japanese Hiragana while listenlng tO a tape reCOrding･ The test developers

found a strong correlation (r-.82)between the scores on the SPOTand the scores on the

Tsukuba Japanese Proficiency Test,an established test consisting of listenlng

comprehension and reading comprehension (with questions about vocabulary and

grammar). It takes 150 minutes to administer the Tsukuba Japanese ProflCiency Test,

while it takes only a few minutes to administer the SPOT.

Tbe CT 2002 used in the study of Maki et al (2003),however, does not contain

listenlng COmprehension, unlike the Tsukuba Japanese Pro丘ciency Test･ If we say that

也e SPOT more or less 皿eaSureS both listenlng COmprebension and reading

comprehension simultaneously, the research by Maki et al (2003) has not made it clear

whether the MET functions like the SPOT, more or less measuring listening

comprehensionand reading comprehension simultaneously･ In other words, the nature

of the MET has not been made clear at all, To address this issue, in this research, we

used 也e College TOEIC (C-TOEIC, herea鮎r), which contains both listening

comprehension and reading comprehension, and investlgated wbetber the MET

measures listenlng COmprehension, reading comprehension, or listenlng COmprehension

and reading comprehension simultaneously.

Through a series of simple regression analyses,
we found a statistically slgnificant

moderate c?rrelation
between the scores on the MET and (1) the scores on listening

comprehension (r=･48),(2) the
sc?res

on reading comprehension (r=･42),and (3)the

total scores (listeningcomprehenslOn and reading comprehension) (r-･62) of the C-

TOEIC in the group of the subjectswho scored more than the average score of 539.

Therefore, the present research suggests that the MET血nctions like the SPOT in the

sense that both tend to measure listenlng CO皿prebension and reading comprehension

simultaneously.
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Tbe organization of this p叩er is as fわllows. Section 2 gives an oveⅣiew of the

materials and methodology used in this study. Section 3 analyzes the data, and Section 4

provides the results of the analysis. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2･ Materials aJ)d Methodology

2.1. Materials

2.1.1. The Minimal English Test (MET)

The MET is a simple test which requlreS the test taker to fill a correct English

word with 4 letters or fewer into each of the 72 blank spaces of the glVen Sentences

written on one pleCe Of A4 paper, while listenlng tO the CD which produces the

sentences･ The MET is based on Lessons 1 and 2 of the textbook for college freslmen

by Kawanaand Walker (2002)andthe CDthat accompanies it. The contents of the

textbookare essays on the modernsocietyof the United States. The CD lasts about 5

min山es with the speed of 125 words per min山e. The MET is shown below.
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Date: Month_Day Year Score : /72

Please fillan English wordwith 4 letters or fewer into each blank space, while listening to the CD.

呈: ;.hE:.?ioeri?h:f,冒.ea??.1:shh;;ebaettLeeaesioanpeeぎ冒t
at (

).r
c)attiTnediTtsth.ewhn(er

is (
)･

) cl.se

i.･ t.hnattLe｡the),b(eginto),r.e:nmePsle.(f
unusヱaT…ee;si;

their)azsp;iagrea,nsC.erasnndakbeeshavior･
5. sometimes ( ) to protect themselves ( )their own pets.

6. Thirtyyears ( ) the idea of an inanimate ( )flrSt arose.

7. Tbis was the pet ( ),wbicb became a craze ( )the United States and

8. spread ( ) other countries as ( ).
9. People ( ) large sums of money for ordinary rocks and assigned ( ) names.

10. They tied a leash around the rock and pulled ( )downthe streetjust( ) a dog.

ll. Therockowners ( )talked( )theirpetrocks.
12. Now ( )we have entered the computer age, ( ) havevirtual pets･

13. The Japanese Tamagotchi---( ) imaginary chicken ( )---
14. ( )theprecursorof( ) virtualpets.

15･ Nowthere ( )anever-ipcreasingnumber of such virtual ( )

壬与:芸hnicFmost)lyy.yuo,unvgxea7p,leeta(reado)Ting(
)theh( )･

18. you ( ) reserve a permanent resting place ( )the Internetina virtual pet cemetery.

19. Sports are big business.Whereas Babe Ruth, the ( ) famous athlete of( ) day,

20. was well-known ( ) earning as ( ) as the President oftbe United States, the average

21. salary ( ) today's professional baseball players is ( ) times that of the President.

22. ( ) a handful of sports superstars earn 100 times ( ) throughtheircontracts
23. ( ) manufacturers of clothing, ( ),and sports equipment.

24. But every generation produces ( ) or two legendary athletes ( ) rewrite

25. the record books, and whose ability and achievements ( ) remembered ( ) generations.

26. ( ) the current generation Tiger Woods and Michael Jordan are two ( ) legendary

27. figures, ( ) of whom ( ) achieved almost mythical status.

28. The ( ) that a large number ofprofessional athletes ( ) huge incomes

29. has ( ) toincreased competition throughout ( ) sports world.

30. Parents ( ) their children to sports training camps ( )an early age･

31. Such ( )typicallypractice three to ( ) hours a day,

32. ( )weekend( ) duringtheirscbool vacations ･
33. inorder ( ) better their chances ofeventually obtaining ( ) well-paid position

34. on aprofessional ( )whenthey grow ( ).
35. As fbrtbe ( )youngaspirants who do ( ) succeed,

36. olle WOnders irtbey ( ) regret having ( ) their childhood.

The test taker is verbally given the 3 instructions in advance: (1)FillanEnglish

word with 4 letters or fewer into blank spaces, while listening to the CD; (2) The CD

lasts about 5 minutes, and (3) There is about a three-second inteⅣal between Line 18

and Line 19.

As fわr the reliability of the MET, Goto et al (in progress) shows tba土也e

reliabilitycoefficient of the MET is.88 (n-693), which indicates that the scores on the

MET are moderately reliable as an ESL test.

2.I.2. The College TOEIC (C-TOEIC)

The College TOEIC (TOEIC IP (InstitutionalProgram)) is hosted and

administered by the University Coop in J叩an. See University Coop (2007).The content

of the C-TOEIC is identical tothat of the TOEIC, and consists of both listening

comprehension and reading comprehension, as shown in Table 1.
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Table1:TheCo11egeTOEⅠC

Listemng Reading Total

Numberofquestions 100 100 200

FullMark 495 495 990

TimeLimit 45 75 120

2.2. Methodology

The MET was administered at G血City Women's College on April 27tb, 2007.

The C-TOEIC was administered at the same institution on May 2nd, 2007. We

conducted a sedes of simple regression analyses of the scores on the MET and the

scores on也e C-TOEIC.

3. Data and Analysis

3.1.Data

The MET was administered to 51freslmen at GifuCity Women's College･ The

average score on the C-TOEIC of the 51 subjectswas 539,and through simple

regressionanalysis, we found a statistically slgnificant moderate correlation betweenthe

scores on the MET and也e scores on the total set of scores on the C-TOEIC･ This only

applied in the group of the subjectswho scored more than 539, as shownin Table 2.

Table 2: Correlation Between the Scores on the MET and the Total Scores on the C_

TOEIC

Thesubjectswho Thesubjectswho Allthe

scoredmoretban539 scoredlesstban539 subjects
CorrelationCoefrlCient 0.62** 0.08 0.32*

Observations 25 26 51

*p<.05 **p<.01

Therefore, in this study, we used the data from the group of those who scored more than

539･ The total number of the data samples in this study is thus 25･2

3.2. Analysis

Weanalyzed the data (the scores on the METand the scores on the C-TOEIC) by

a simple regressionanalysis,and examined the correlation between the scores on the

MET and (1) the scores on listening comprehension only, (2) the scores on reading

comprehension only,and (3)the scores on the total scores on the C-TOEIC. The level

ofstatistical significance was p <.05. The results are shownin Table 3.

Table 3: Correlation Between the Scores on the MET and the Scores on Each Part of the

C-TOEIC

ScoresonListening ScoresonReading TotalScores

CorrelationCoefrltient 0.48* 0.42* 0.62**

*pく05 **p<.01

4. Results

The present research has
shownthat in the group of the subjectswho scored more

thanthe average score of 539, the correlation coefflCient between the scores on the
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METand the total scores on the C-TOEIC (r-.62)was farhigher thanthe one between

the scores on the MET and the scores on listening comprehension (r-.48)･It was also

higher thanthe one between the scores on the METand the scores on reading

comprehension
(r=･42)･This clearly indicates that the MET tends to measure listening

comprebenslOn and reading comprehension simultaneously rather than listenlng

comprehension alone or reading comprehension alone･ In this sense, the nature of the

MET is similar to that of the SPOT. The present study has thus made the nature of the

MET clearer thanthe original study on it by Maki et al (2003)･
The question of course remains as to why也e MET, a simple test wbicb looks like

a dictation type test, tends to simultaneously measure listening COmPrehensionand

reading comprehension of ESL. (The same is tme of the SPOT･) With our prese山

understanding, we cannot provide any adequate answer for it･ However, it may be the

case that theanswer to this question is related to the fact that the MET is not a simple

listenlng COmprehension test, b山instead it requlreS the activity of ``wrltlng right a洗er

listening/witing. as listeming," which is totally different from thetype of listening

comprehension Involved in the CITOEIC･ If we could elucidateand deflne the

proficiency of uwritingright after listening/writing as listening,n we may be able to

provide a partialanswer to the present question･ At this point, we will leave itfor future

research.

5. Conclusion

The present research has made the nature of the MET clearer thanthe original

work on it by Maki et al (2003).We addressed the question of what the MET actually

measures, and through a series of simple regression analyses of the data based on the

MET and the C-TOEIC, we found that the MET tended to measure listening

comprehension and reading comprehension simultaneously rather than listenlng

comprehension alone or reading comprehension alone･

The remalnlng question is why the MET functions in the way it does･ We

suggested that theanswer to this question might depend on elucidation of the

proflCiency involved in the activityof "witingright after listening/witing as listening"

inherent inthe MET. Wewil1 leave this important issue for future research･

Notes

*
Anearlier version of this paper was presented at the 37thAmual Conference of

the Chubu English Language Education Societyheld at Mie Universityon June 23,

2007. We would like to thank the audience at the meeting, as well as the followlng

people: Megumi Hasebe, Hirotakalmamaki, Taichi Kameyama, Mayu Kashimura,

Yoko Shibata,and Katsumasa Shimada. All errors are our own.

1. We follow Yanai (1998) in interpreting values of correlation coefficients･ She

assumes the following correspondence between correlation coefrlCients and their

characteri stics.

CorrelationCoefrICients Characteristics

0≦r<JO.2l almostnocorrelation

lO.2l≦r<lO.4l weakcorrelation

lO.4l≦r<ー0.7 moderatecorrelation

ー0.7I≦r<IO.9l strongcorrelation

fO.9l≦r<J1.Ol eXtremelystrongcorrelation
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2･ The question remains as to why there was no statistically slgniflCant correlation
between the scores on the MET and the total scores on the C-TOEIC for those who

scored less than the average score 539･ Although we do not have a de丘nite answer to

this question, one possibility is that there may exist factors that specifically affect the

low group's perfbⅡnance on the MET and the C-TOEIC, such as concentration. We will
leave this issue for future research, and focus on the high group's performance on the

two tests in tbe丘)1lowlng discussion.
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